Abstract. Term extraction is the task of automatically detecting, from textual corpora, lexical units that designate concepts in thematically restricted domains (e.g. medicine). Current systems for term extraction integrate linguistic and statistical cues to perform the detection of terms. The best results have been obtained when some kind of combination of simple base term extractors is performed 14]. In this paper it is shown that this combination can be further improved by posing an additional learning problem of how to nd the best combination of base term extractors. Empirical results, using AdaBoost in the metalearning step, show that the ensemble constructed surpasses the performance of all individual extractors and simple voting schemes, obtaining signi cantly better accuracy gures at all levels of recall.
Introduction
As most scienti c disciplines evolve in an increasingly faster manner, the creation of new terms grows continuously and their timelife decreases. This context can explain the growing interest in Automatic Term Extraction (TE) Systems. Terms, like words, are lexical units that designate concepts in a thematically constrained domain. Terms cannot be distinguished from general language words just by looking at their forms. It has been empirically shown (see 15] ) that term structure coincides with that of words and, often, terms take complex forms, i.e., they are made up of more than one lexical unit. Both terms and words are created and manipulated according to the same linguistic rules. Sometimes, however, a word can be considered a term only in some of its forms.
Usually, the construction of large term repositories has been carried out by terminologists. This task demands a massive manual intervention, which is unfeasible in accordance with today's requirements. Hence, there is a strong need to react quickly (and in a standardized way) so as to comply with current requirements of information. Many techniques have been applied to TE but none of them has proved to be fully successful in isolation. Di erences in source texts, text specialization levels, end-user pro les and purposes, and level of automation account for this fact.
Current Status. Most current TE systems follow either a statistical or a linguistic approach 8]. Recently, however (as discussed below) some hybrid approaches are trying to overcome the limitations of those purely one-sided approaches and have included both linguistic and statistical elements.
Linguistics based approaches are mainly based on syntactic patterns. Usually, terms are described by a regular expression based on the Part-of-Speech of the sequence of words found in the text under analysis. TERMS 7] is a prototypical system following this approach. The approach followed by LEXTER 3] , a wellknown TE system, is quite similar but uses knowledge of what is known not to be a term. In spite of their linguistic approach, both systems include some basic statistical information. A di erent linguistic approach, shown in 1], bene ts from the decomposition of term candidates in their Greek and Latin forms.
Statistical based systems range from the simplicity of frequency counts to the calculation of complex statistical indicators for measuring the collocational strength of the words occurring in the term candidates. The main problems found by these approaches are that frequent words or high-scored collocational pairs are not limited to terms but may occur with general language. Other approaches include some linguistic data to overcome these limitations. This information may be used a priori, as in ACABIT 5] , or a posteriori. TRUCKS, a modern hybrid system 11], provides a more balanced use of these kinds of information.
The main shortcomings encountered in most term extractors are 1 : 1) Noise. Many of the candidates are not real terms and have to be rejected by a manual post-process. This problem is mainly posed by linguistic systems and has to do with the inadequacy of purely syntactic patterns for isolating and detecting terms. 2) Silence. Some of the actual terms are not detected by the TE system. This problem usually a ects systems including some kind of statistical knowledge. Often, these limitations are related to the di culty in dealing with mono{lexeme or coordinated terms.
Term extraction provides an appropriate framework for combining some of the techniques typically used for this task. In fact, the combination of multiple classi ers is a technique that has been successfully applied in several NLP tasks, e.g., tagging, parsing, or text classi cation and ltering, leading to signi cant improvement on the results obtained by individual methods. Recently, a TE system has been proposed based on combining the results obtained from di erent individual term extractors (TE) and applying di erent kinds of voting 14]. Since those TE's are based on very di erent Knowledge Sources, a further attempt can be made. This would imply using a metalearning approach to learn to combine such TE's in a way that each TE would be chosen in the situation it performs best. In this paper we follow this approach using a boosting algorithm. 1 Noise and silence are commonly used in the terminology domain as complementary of the terms precision and recall, respectively.
Overview. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to brie y explain the overall organization of the system and the individual TE's. Section 3 describes the experiments carried out to evaluate the individual TE's and the basic way of combination. In section 4 the boosting approach is presented and tested. Finally, section 5 summarizes some qualitative conclusions.
A System Proposal for Term Extraction
The aim of our TE system is to analyze a set of textual documents in the medical domain and produce a list of term candidates (tc) ordered by their termhood. In order to achieve this objective the following is proposed: 1) Building a number of individual TE's where each of them is based on a di erent kind of information; and 2) Combining the results (i.e., the set of candidates and the certainty factor of each candidate) of each TE. Once obtained, the list of tc can be processed in several ways depending on the intended use of the extracted terms, ranking from automatic acceptance of those tc's having a termhood over a certain threshold to manual checking of best scored tc by a terminologist.
The architecture of the system is depicted in gure 1. There are three main modules,which take part after a linguistic pre-processing: order to produce the nal set of candidates. This is mainly the issue that will be addressed in this paper.
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Four families of TE's, corresponding to four di erent kinds of sources, have been implemented. We include below a short description of each TE.
Semantic content extractor. This module is based on the idea that the more likely it is that the components of the tc belong to the domain the more likely it is that the tc will be a real term (i.e. medicalhood is a good indicator of termhood). The module uses EuroWordNet (EWN) 2 to determine whether a given word belongs to the medical domain or not. EWN presents some important limitations: It is a general purpose (not restricted to medical domain) ontology and it lacks domain information. It was chosen, however, because it has a relatively high coverage of medical domain entries and a good coverage of Spanish language. The lack of domain information was tackled by identifying and marking about 30 medical borders (mb) and assuming that all hyponyms that fall under these borders belong to the medical domain. Thus, we may say that \disease" constitutes a mb as all diseases registered in EWN are hyponyms of this synset.
To cope with polysemy a \medical coe cient" (mc) was de ned to measure the termhood of each tc. This coe cient can be computed straightforwardly as the ratio between the number of medical senses and the total number of senses registered in EWN. Despite its simplicity, this way of computing mc's works fairly well. In 15] some improvements have been proposed and evaluated. This coe cient is used to de ne a threshold of medical sense. Any noun with an mc higher than such value is considered to have a medical sense. This coe cient can be considered a measure of the specialization of a word. Due to EWN particular features, this method is prone to detect monosemic non-highly specialized words.
Greek and Latin forms. The medical vocabulary of many languages includes words that can be split up into their Greek and Latin (G&L) word forms. This feature is important because such words are highly specialized and do not occur in standard lexica. It is relatively easy to split such words and obtain the meaning of their components. This method has high accuracy although very limited coverage. Therefore, it is a good candidate to be combined with other TE's.
Context analyzer. Our approach is mainly based on Maynard's TE system 11] with minor improvements. The basis for context analysis are: a) Words surrounding \prime" tc's, (i.e, already known terms or tc's having a high score) can become useful clues for other terms, and b) Among context words, those that are \prime" tc's and semantically similar to the tc under evaluation provide additional information. Thus, our context factor (cf) has two components: a lexical context factor and a semantic context factor. The \lexical cf" is based on words that surround \prime" candidates while the \semantic cf" depends on the conceptual distance between the tc and the \prime" terms that appear in their context. Three choices have to be made: 1) The selection of the \prime" tc,
2) The selection of the context window, and 3) The de nition of an appropriate similarity measure. We have considered \prime" term candidates those having a maximal mc (a bootstrapping approach could have been followed instead, starting with an initial list of true tc's). We have experimented with several context window sizes and di erent relative weighting of lexical and semantic factors. The semantic distance was computed on the EWN hierarchy (see 15] ).
Collocational analysis. We have also used some traditional statistical methods to rank candidates. Several techniques involving di erent association measures between the words included in poly-lexeme terms, e.g. noun{adjective (nj) and noun{preposition{noun (npn), have been tried. Our intuition is that two components having a high association in a medical domain are more likely to form a term. Three association criteria (loglike, mutual information, and cubed mutual information, MI 3 5]) have been considered. Most of these methods have been previously used for the related task of detecting collocations.
Note that neither the context analyzer extractor nor the G&L extractor impose constraints on the length and composition of the tc. Therefore, both methods can be applied to any pattern accepted by the Candidate Selection Module. The association measures involved in the collocational analysis extractor have been calculated only between the two main words appearing in the pattern (i.e., noun{adjective in the nj pattern and noun 1 {noun 2 in the npn pattern). Finally, the semantic content extractor can be applied to any pattern having at least one component with a mc above the threshold. In practice, however, the results were satisfactory only for noun (n) and nj patterns.
System Evaluation
The system was trained and tuned using a Spanish corpus (henceforth corpus#1) taken from the IULA LSP corpus 3 . It consists of a number of abstracts of medical reports on asthma that amount to 100,000 words, manually annotated. A shorter (10,000 words) corpus (henceforth corpus#2), was used for testing.
As previously said, the system can be applied to any pattern accepted by the Candidate Selection Module (214 di erent patterns were detected in corpus#1, see 15]) although not all TE's work on all patterns. However, the distribution of real terms is highly biased and only three patterns actually occur on our corpora: 696 n terms, 664 nj terms, and 86 npn terms were manually detected in corpus#1. All along the paper, we will present the average results over the three patterns (all). Additionally, the results on the most frequent pattern (n) will be presented separately.
Results. Individual methods present di erent recall/precision behaviours, reecting the di erences of the involved knowledge sources. The results for n and the other patterns present high di erences as well. We summarize next the results of individual methods (see 14] or 15] for details).
The Semantic Content TE has a limited coverage (due to its dependence on EWN). For the n pattern the precision achieved was 96.3% with a recall of 30%. For the whole problem, the precision and recall values are 97.2% and 23.6%, respectively. Figures obtained for the G&L forms were 90% in precision and 8% in recall. Best results for the Context analyzer (cf) were 81.6% and 19.2% in recall for the n pattern (64%{21% on the whole problem) although in this case still accurate results can be obtained at higher recall levels, as shown in gure 2. Best results for collocational methods were obtained using MI 3 : 50.3%{15.1%. Regarding the combination of methods, several voting schemes were tried, following 9]: a) Simple voting, i.e., each method reports a term/no term status from each single term extractor. It allows two variations: democratic (DV) and non{democratic voting (UV) according to whether all the TE's have the same weight or not. b) Numeric voting, i.e, each tc is considered according to its termhood value provided by each TE. We experimented with several forms of combination: maximum, minimum, median and weighted (WV). In the UV voting scheme, several TE's are considered with priority in some cases, e.g., G&L forms, Semantic Content with mc=1, etc. In WV, the results of each extractor are normalized according to the maximum score of the corresponding TE.
All combination methods were systematically better at all recall levels, as shown in gure 2, where the best individual method, context factor (cf), is compared with three forms of combination, i.e. DV, UV, WV. For instance, in the case of nouns, the best recall for a simple method is 19.1% (precision 81,6%); for combined methods recall increases up to 32% (precision 99.1%). The results are clearly better for nouns than for the poly{lexeme patterns. This may be due to the fact that nj and npn patterns are much more sensitive to the EWN missing data and so the treatment of some kind of adjectives should be improved. We also found that about 15% of terms were not detected due to tagging mistakes, term variation and missing dictionary entries.
In the previous section we have shown how the voting combination of several TE's leads to a signi cant performance improvement, comparing to the individual results. In this section, we will see how this combination step can be further improved by considering the new learning problem of \how to nd the best combination of individual term extractors on the training examples", which will be addressed by means of a boosting{based learning algorithm.
In machine learning approaches, the combination of a set of heterogeneous classi ers is usually performed by de ning a metalearning step in which a meta{ level classi er is trained to characterize the situations in which each of the base classi ers is able to make correct predictions. Stacked generalization 17] is probably the most popular exemplar among the existing approaches for metalearning.
In our situation, the approach can be simpler since the base TE's perform their predictions based on some external linguistic knowledge sources, and do not perform a real training process. Thus, the problem of learning how to combine them can be directly posed as a learning problem in which the predictions of the base TE's are codi ed as regular features in order to complete the descriptions of training examples. See section 4.2 for details about the features used.
AdaBoost Algorithm
In this section the generalized AdaBoost algorithm with con dence{rated predictions is brie y sketched. We assume that the reader is familiar with the related concepts (see 12] otherwise). It has to be noted that this algorithm has been applied, with signi cant success, to a number of NLP disambiguation tasks, such as: Part{of{speech tagging and PP{attachment 2], text categorization 13], and word sense disambiguation 6].
The purpose of boosting is to nd a highly accurate classi cation rule by combining many weak classi ers (or weak hypotheses), each of which may be only moderately accurate. The weak hypotheses are learned sequentially, one at a time, and, conceptually, at each iteration the weak hypothesis is biased to classify the examples which were most di cult to classify by the preceding weak hypotheses. The nal weak hypotheses are linearly combined into a single rule called the combined hypothesis.
Let S = f(x 1 ; y 1 ); : : : ; (x m ; y m )g be the set of m training examples, where each instance x i belongs to an instance space X and y i 2 f?1; +1g is the class or label associated to x i (which, in this case, stand for non-term and term). The AdaBoost algorithm maintains a vector of weights as a distribution D t over examples. At round t, the goal of the weak learner algorithm is to nd a weak hypothesis h t : X ! R with moderately low error with respect to the weights D t . In this setting, weak hypotheses h t (x) make real{valued con dence{rated predictions. Initially, the distribution D 1 is uniform, but after each iteration, the boosting algorithm increases (or decreases) the weights D t (i) for which h t (x i ) makes a bad (or good) prediction, with a variation proportional to the con dence jh t (x i )j. The nal hypothesis, f : X ! R, computes its predictions using a weighted vote of the weak hypotheses f(x) = P T t=1 t h t (x). For each example x, the sign of f(x) is interpreted as the predicted class (?1 or +1), and the magnitude jf(x)j is interpreted as a measure of con dence in the prediction.
Such a function can be used either for classifying new unseen examples or for ranking them according to the con dence degree. The latter is the goal in the problem of term extraction.
Weak Rules. In this work we have used weak hypotheses which are simple rules with real{valued predictions. Such simple rules test the value of a boolean predicate and make a prediction based on that value. The predicates used refer to the attributes that describe the training examples (e.g. \the word health appears in the context of the term candidate", or to the predictions given by the individual term extractors (e.g. \cf's con dence is high"). This type of weak rules can be seen as extremely simple decision trees with one internal node and two leaves, which are sometimes called decision stumps. Furthermore, the criterion for nding the best weak rule can be seen as a natural splitting criterion and used for performing decision{tree induction 12]. In this way, we can consider an additional parameter in the learning algorithm that accounts for the depth of the decision trees induced at each iteration.
Feature Representation
All tc's have been considered training examples, and, thus, all three patterns have been treated simultaneously. Each example consists of the set of occurrences of the corresponding tc in corpus#1 (although, for practical reasons, we have limited the number of occurrences to 10). The number of examples in the corpus is 4,693, from which 1,446 are n, nj, or npn terms (the exact proportions are presented in section 3). The set of features used for training purposes includes the results of several variants of the individual TE's together with some of the data used by such TE's. They are the following:
1. The medical coe cient (mc). 2. \G&L form prediction", which is 1 when the tc has been recognized by the corresponding TE, and 0 otherwise. 3. Context factors, which include the output of the Context Analysis method in its basic form and some variations. It also includes the lexical and semantic components separately. 4. Medical borders (mb) of the tc. 5. Number of occurrences of the tc in the training set.
Since the version of AdaBoost used works only with binary features, a discretizing process has been performed on all non{binary attributes. In particular, we have considered equal width intervals of 3 and 10 parts in the domain range of these attributes. The redundancy of this representation is not a problem for the AdaBoost learning algorithm. As we will see later, no over tting is produced, and it seems that it is able to select the appropriate granularity level.
It has to be said that a number of experiments have been carried out in order to select an appropriate feature set for the task. In particular, we have considered the context words, collected from a window of 10 words to the left and to the right of the di erent occurrences of each tc. The results obtained using these new features were slightly worse, probably due to the small size of the learning corpus, which is unable to provide reliable estimates of word frequency counts. In the same way, the Collocational analysis extractor was nally excluded from the feature set since it was very irregular in its predictions and contributed negatively to the nal performance. See 15] for a detailed description of the whole experimental setting developed for the task. Finally, observe that the nal set of predictors used does not perform any learning process on the training corpus, and, therefore, they can be considered directly as regular features, contributing to ease the meta{learning process.
Evaluation
We have tested the approach proposed using corpus#1, with the standard 10-fold cross validation technique. Consequently, the results presented in this section are the average gures among the ten folds. AdaBoost was run using decision stumps as default weak learners. Figure 3 shows the precision{recall curves obtained by the algorithm on the n and all patterns at di erent number of learning rounds (T = 10; 50; 100; 150; 200). It can be observed that above a minimum number of rounds (T = 50), the system performance remains stable and that no over tting is produced. It can be observed that in the whole problem, AdaBoost performs systematically better than the other methods at almost all levels of recall, achieving signi cantly higher precision values in the mid{high range of recall values (the maximum di erence against the voting scheme is over 20 points). In the particular case of n pattern, AdaBoost achieves again the best curve, with signi cantly better precision results for recall values over 45{50%. At lower recall levels (specially for values lower than 30%), the di erences in precision are not signi cant due to the extremely high precision obtained by the individual mc extractor. In order to complete the information of gure 4 with some numerical results, we present in gure 5 the di erences in precision between all methods, achieved at two xed recall levels of 30% and 50%, which are the usual lower and upper bounds for the proportion of terms that naturally appear in specialized texts. We also performed some experiments by boosting deeper decision trees (in the same way as it is done 4] for constructing a high precision clause identi er), but the results obtained were systematically slightly worse comparing to the basic model of decision stumps. In this case, we guess that maybe we are working with a learning problem that can be (almost) explained by a linear combination of functions of a single variable (feature). But another explanation could be that the richer learning representations are more prone to over t the training corpus (specially when it is not very large).
Assessment of TE systems is a very di cult task. On the one hand, there is very limited agreement between human experts on deciding whether a tc is a real term or not (in 15], an evaluation of this agreement rate using the Kappa statistic is presented). On the other hand, direct comparisons between TE systems are not possible due to the language and domain dependencies of most systems and the lack of benchmark collections. Therefore, the only way of performing a comparison of the TE presented in this paper is to apply a state-ofthe-art TE system to our corpus. The only well known system publicly available is FASTR. We have used it in a series of limited experiments but a complete comparison is not fair because the \english" FASTR uses a meta{grammar not available for Spanish. Another possibility is using Maynard's TRUCKS system as a referent for comparison. As explained before, our Context Analyzer extractor is heavily based on TRUCKS. The main di erences between our adaptation and the original are: 1) The replacement of UMLS by EWN as the lexical source; and 2) The way of selecting the \prime" tc's. These issues are discussed in detail in 15]. Brie y, the rst change is due to the problems of coverage and presentation of Spanish terms in UMLS, while the second tries to perform a more accurate selection of \almost sure" tc's. As a result of such improvements, our Context Analyzer extractor outperforms Maynard's (for Spanish and in our domain) and it could be considered a valid baseline when compared to AdaBoost.
Conclusions
In this paper it has been presented a general system for term extraction in the medical domain, which is based on the combination of several simple and independent TE's. It has been shown that in this domain even a simple combination scheme based on voting is able to consistently improve the results of the individual TE's, and that using a more sophisticated learning algorithm for performing an additional metalearning step leads to further improvements. We have empirically shown that the improvements achieved by AdaBoost in this second approach are quite signi cant and very relevant to the task.
Moving to di erent domains or including additional individual TE's does not imply important problems. The only resource used by the system that needs some tuning is EWN (corpora and dictionaries need no changes). Furthermore, EWN is a general language resource and the customization task is reduced to identify the concepts equivalent to our medical borders. This task has to be carried out carefully and some knowledge about the domain and the organization of EWN is required, but this is not a labour intensive task. For instance, only 30 mb were detected in the medical domain. An alternative and not already explored possibility could be the use of existing domain codes (as those proposed by 10]).
